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Abstract

We have studied and compared the inelastic electron dephasing scattering times in disordered metals with signi"cantly
di!erent characteristics. Both the temperature dependence and electron elastic mean-free-path (l ) dependence of the
electron}phonon scattering times, q

%1
, are determined from weak-localization studies. Our experimental results suggest

that q~1
%1

&¹2 in numerous crystalline disordered dilute Ti
1~x

Al
x
, dilute Ti

1~x
Sn

x
, Au

50
Pd

50
, and Ti

73
Al

27
alloys.

However, our results do not support a universal dependence of q~1
%1

on l among these various metals. Our observation of
the ¹2-law is in disagreement with current theoretical concept for electron}phonon interaction in disordered metals. In
addition, we have inferred the critical electron}electron scattering times, q

EE
, in a number of very low-di!usivity thick Sc,

RuO
2
, and IrO

2
"lms. We "nd that q~1

EE
&¹ and also that q~1

EE
is independent of l. This observation is understood in

terms of the current theory for inelastic electron}electron scattering in bulk metals near the mobility edge. Our results
altogether establish a crossover of the inelastic electron dephasing from electron}phonon scattering to electron}electron
scattering as the amounts of disorder greatly increase and the systems move signi"cantly toward the Anderson
transition. ( 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Electron dephasing scattering time, q
(
, is a quantity of

fundamental interest and importance in disordered meta-
ls and mesoscopic systems. Both the theoretical and
experimental investigations of q

(
have advanced signi"-

cantly over the years, largely due to the realization of
weak-localization (WL) e!ects in the presence of strong
impurity scattering. In practice, q

(
totally controls the

magnitude and temperature dependence of the WL ef-
fects and is given by [1,2]

q~1
(

(¹)"q~1
#

#q~1
*

(¹), (1)

where q
#

is a constant, and q
*

is the relevant inelastic
electron scattering time(s) in question. Owing to exten-
sive theoretical and experimental studies over the past 20
years, it is now known that the microscopic processes
responsible for q~1

#
and q~1

*
can essentially be character-

ized and ascribed to four di!erent origins. It is also
known that a few scattering processes will usually coexist
in a given system, but one or two processes would domin-
ate over the others under certain conditions, depending
on the system dimensionality, amounts of disorder, and the
measuring temperatures involved. The four electron de-
phasing scattering mechanisms and the particular (ex-
perimental) circumstances where each individual process
might dominate are categorized as follows.

(a) In three-dimensional (3D) weak-disordered metals,
electron}phonon (e}ph) scattering is the sole, domi-
nant inelastic dephasing process, causing q~1

*
+q~1

%1
.

Both the temperature dependence and electron elastic
mean-free-path l dependence of q~1

%1
have been studied in,

e.g., thick granular "lms, metal}insulator composites,
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and amorphous metals [1,2]. However, the behavior of
q~1
%1

in the presence of disorder is still poorly understood.
In particular, experimental results vary widely and are
frequently in disagreement with theoretical predictions
[3}6]. (b) In 3D strong-disordered metals, electron}elec-
tron (e}e) scattering is very sensitive to the critical current
dynamics, resulting in an e}e rate q~1

EE
dominating over

the e}ph rate [7]. Thus far, studies of q~1
*

+q~1
EE

in metals
near the mobility edge have not attracted much atten-
tion. (c) In mesoscopic systems at very low temperatures,
a saturation of q~1

(
(+q~1

#
) is very often observed. The

underlying physics of q~1
#

is currently under much debate
[8]. While some authors argue for a q~1

#
caused by

magnetic spin}spin scattering or external microwave
"elds, others argued for a q~1

#
caused by a more intrinsic

quantum origin (e.g., the zero-point #uctuations of the
electrons). (d) In thin metal and semiconductor wires
and "lms at low temperatures, small energy-transfer
(&quasielastic') e}e scattering is the dominant inelastic
process [1,2], causing q~1

*
+q~1

%%
(or, q~1

*
+q~1

%%
#q~1

%1
if

the temperature is not too low so that e}ph scattering is
not negligible). Among the four dephasing processes just
discussed, this last scattering rate q~1

%%
is the most widely

studied and best-understood electron dephasing rate.
In this work, we shall concentrate on our experimental

results for q~1
%1

and q~1
EE

; experimental results concerning
the other two dephasing rates q~1

#
and q~1

%%
will not be

discussed. Our experimental results are derived from
three-dimensional WL studies of various impure metals
with signixcantly diwerent characteristics.

2. q~1
%1

(¹, l ) in disordered metals

The e}ph scattering time is a very fundamental quanti-
ty in solid state physics. In the case of clean metals, the
cubic temperature dependence of q~1

%1
is well established.

In the case of disordered metals, the e}ph interaction has
been calculated by a number of authors [3}6,9}11] for
over two decades; it is widely accepted that a consensus
has recently been reached in theoretical e!orts [3}6].
Experimentally, however, few measurements have suc-
cessfully provided an overall consistency check for the
various aspects of the theoretical predictions. One di$-
culty in this area of study is the problem of making and
comparing samples with signi"cantly di!erent character-
istics. In order to advance our understanding of the
e}ph interaction in disordered metals, we have, in the
last several years, launched stage by stage, and fairly
quantitative measurements of q~1

%1
using carefully se-

lected and tailored 3D metal samples, including dilute
Ti

1~x
(Al,Sn)

x
, Au

50
Pd

50
, and relatively disordered

Ti
73

Al
27

alloys. Our experimental approaches have
numerous advantages over previous experimental ap-
proaches. Therefore, we are able to provide crucial in-
formation about q~1

%1
on ¹ and on l. Such information is

of prime importance for a stringent justi"cation for the
current e}ph interaction theory of dirty metals.

To facilitate a close comparison of our 3D experiments
with theory, we rewrite Eq. (1) in the form

q~1
(

(¹)"q~1
#

#q~1
%1

(¹)"q~1
#

#A¹p, (2)

where A is the strength of e}ph interaction, and p is
a positive integer. Usually, p"2,3, or 4. As mentioned,
for the case of three dimensions, e}ph scattering is the
sole, signi"cant inelastic process while the quasielastic
e}e scattering is not important. Therefore, we have iden-
ti"ed q~1

*
with q~1

%1
in Eq. (1) } this is very much unlike

that in the cases of thin wires and "lms in which
q~1
*

+q~1
%%

#q~1
%1

at liquid-helium temperatures, making
di$cult a quantitative separation of q~1

%1
from the total

q~1
*

. This is one of the main reasons why we have focused
our measurements on three dimensions. Furthermore,
the phonon dimensionality is clearly 3D in our case while
it is not very well de"ned in the cases of thin wires and
"lms.

2.1. Compositional disorder : dilute titanium alloys

In the "rst stage of our studies of q~1
%1

, we have used 3D
crystalline disordered dilute titanium alloys, Ti

1~x
Al

x
and Ti

1~x
Sn

x
, prepared by a standard arc-melting

method [12,13]. These alloys are metal samples essential-
ly microscopically homogeneous and having a wide range
of high impurity resistivity o

0
,o(10K) (+40}160

l) cm, corresponding to k
F
l+ 5}20). Such a wide range

of o
0

makes feasible a reliable experimental determina-
tion of the dependence of q~1

%1
on l, in addition to the

dependence on ¹.
Fig. 1 shows the variations of q~1

%1
with temperature for

several Ti
1~x

Al
x

alloys. The solid line is drawn propor-
tional to ¹2 and guides the eye. This "gure clearly illus-
trates that q~1

%1
&¹2. Furthermore, a close inspection of

Fig. 1 indicates that the magnitude of q~1
%1

at a given
temperature increases with increasing x (or, o

0
, which

increases essentially linearly with increasing x). A similar
behavior has also been observed in several Ti

1~x
Sn

x
alloys. Fig. 2 shows the variation of our experimental
q~1
%1

(10K) with o
0

for Ti
1~x

Al
x

(L) and Ti
1~x

Sn
x

(v)
alloys. The solid lines guide the eye. Inspection of this
"gure clearly suggests that q~1

%1
is disorder dependent

and, more precisely, q~1
%1

(10K) &o
0
&l~1.

It is of importance to check whether our experimental
results for q~1

%1
satisfy the disorder criterion for e}ph

interaction ql[1, where q+k
B
¹/+v

4
is the wave number

of the thermal phonons, and v
4
is the sound velocity. For

our dilute titanium alloys studied, l+ 2.6}11 As . We take
v
4
+5000 m/s. Then, ql+ (0.0068!0.029)¹, indicating

that the e}ph processes in these alloys are well within
the disordered limit at our measuring temperatures of
3}15 K.
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Fig. 1. q~1
%1

versus ¹ for "ve Ti
1~x

Al
x

alloys with x"0.053 (n),
0.072 (v), 0.080 (h), 0.102 (solid triangles), and 0.150 (L).

Fig. 2. Variation of q~1
%1

(10K) with o
0

for Ti
1~x

Al
x

(L) and
Ti

1~x
Sn

x
(v) alloys.

Fig. 3. Variation of q~1
%1

(10K) with l for several thick Au
50

Pd
50

"lms.

2.2. Structural disorder: Au
50

Pd
50

alloys

In the second stage of our systematic investigations of
q~1
%1

, we have used several thick Au
50

Pd
50
"lms having

a wide range of high o
0
(+70}230 l) cm). Our "lms

were prepared by DC sputtering deposition; the depos-
ition rate was varied to &tune' the amount of disorder o

0
[14]. Unlike in the case of dilute titanium alloys where
the degree of disorder was controlled by the amounts of
the impurity atoms (Al or Sn) doped, the composition in
this case is "xed (i.e., Au

50
Pd

50
) while the degree of

disorder is controlled by the structural arrangement of
Au and Pd atoms. Therefore, this series of samples pos-
sess very di!erent qualities of disorder from that in the
dilute titanium alloys.

A careful analysis of the variation of q~1
%1

with ¹ in our
AuPd samples also reveals that q~1

%1
&¹2 (not shown).

Fig. 3 shows the e}ph rate q~1
%1

(10K) as a function of the
electron mean free path l for several AuPd "lms. This
"gure clearly illustrates that q~1

%1
&l.

For our thick AuPd "lms, v
4
+2.0]103 m/s, and

l+ 3.7}12 As . Then, ql+ (0.024}0.078)¹, indicating
that the e}ph processes in our dirty "lms are well within
the disordered limit even at temperatures as high as
&20 K.

2.3. Dirty limit : Ti
73

Al
27

alloys

Apart from the experimental results obtained above,
there are a number of measurements in various metal
"lms which also report a q~1

%1
&¹2 [15}18]. Theoret-

ically, however, the current calculations predict a ¹4 law
in the dirty limit, which is essentially unseen in experi-
ments [19]. Some authors have argued that the ¹4 law is
absent in most measurements because the materials pre-
viously studied are not yet strongly disordered enough for
the e}ph interactions to strictly satisfy the disorder cri-
terion of ql;1. Information about q~1

%1
on ¹ in samples

having smaller values of ql than ever reported is therefore
of crucial importance for a profound understanding of
the nature of the e}ph interaction in disordered metals.

In the third stage of our investigations of q~1
%1

, we have
therefore used a series of 3D crystalline disordered Sn-
doped Ti

73
Al

27
alloys [20]. The resistivities of these

alloys are fairly large (o
0
+225 k) cm) and barely

changed upon Sn doping. Such an extremely high value
of o

0
, corresponding to an l being on the order of the

interatomic spacing, put the e}ph interaction in this ma-
terial much closer to the dirty limit than ever obtained in
any previous material. Noticeably, our least-squares "ts
of experimental q~1

(
with Eq. (1) result in p+1.9$0.2

for this series of Ti
73~x

Al
27

Sn
x

alloys (not shown). That
is, even in this very low-ql metal, our experimental value
of p implies again that q~1

%1
varies quadratically with ¹.
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Fig. 4. q~1
EE

as a function of ¹ for three thick Sc "lms with D+

0.25 (e), 0.36 (h), and 0.59 cm2/s (L).

For Ti
73

Al
27

alloys, we estimate that v
4
+

4]103ms~1 and l+1.6 As , and thus a very small value of
ql+0.0056¹. This indicates that the e}ph process in
these alloys is very well within the dirty limit at our
measuring temperatures. This experimental observation
therefore provides a very strong evidence in support of
the ¹2-law for q~1

%1
in impure metals. (Recall that l al-

ready takes the smallest possible value, i.e., the in-
teratomic spacing, in this experiment, and thus ql cannot
be readily made any smaller, presuming that v

4
does not

change signi"cantly with disorder.)

2.4. Comparison with theory

Schmid and coworkers [3] have recently evaluated the
problem of e}ph interaction in disordered metals. They
consider impurity atoms that move in phase with the
other lattice atoms. They "nd that there is a subtle
compensation between the coupling of the electrons to
the vibrating impurities and the interaction of the elec-
trons with the deformed lattice vibrations. Consequently,
the e}ph scattering rate in the dirty limit is &weakened'
and is given by q~1

%1
&(ql)(q~1

%1,0
)&¹4l, where q~1

%1,0
&¹3

is the e}ph rate in the pure metals. This theory has
received wide acceptance from the theoretical commun-
ity, and it has been independently con"rmed by Reizer
and Sergeyev, and Belitz [4}6].

As discussed, the e}ph interaction in the various sam-
ples that we studied falls well within the dirty-limit re-
gime. However, the theoretically expected ¹4-law is not
observed in any of our experiments. On the contrary, we
"nd that q~1

%1
&¹2. The origin for the ¹2 law is still not

understood. In fact, a quadratic temperature dependence
of q~1

%1
has previously been observed in both thin "lms

and bulk samples [15}18]; it has caused much confusion
and controversy on the nature of the e}ph interaction in
disordered metals. Moreover, apart from the WL experi-
mental results, there exist a good number of tunneling
measurements in literature that suggest an Eliashberg
function a2F(u)&u in dirty metals [21]. An a2F(u)
linear in u implies that q~1

%1
&¹2. Our systematic estab-

lishment of the ¹2 dependence in the dirty limit of ql;1
should therefore cause us to rethink what heretofore has
been taken for granted concerning e}ph interaction in
impure metals.

To the author's knowledge, a linear dependence of
q~1
%1

on l~1 as observed in our Ti
1~x

(Al,Sn)
x

alloys has
never been reported in previous experiments. Also, a lin-
ear dependence of q~1

%1
on l as observed in our AuPd

alloys has not been reported in previous 3D experiments.
The former disorder behavior is consistent with an &old'
e}ph interaction theory which considered only the scat-
tering of electrons by impurity vibrations [9}11]. The
latter disorder behavior is in agreement with the predic-
tion of the Rammer}Schmid theory [3]. It is quite
surprising that opposite (linear and inversely linear)

dependencies of q~1
%1

on l are realized in our di!erent
experiments. Measurements are under way to clarify the
underlying physics.

3. q~1
EE

near the mobility edge

In the course of our studies of q~1
*

in disordered metals,
in addition to the q~1

%1
in AuPd and titanium alloys

discussed above, we have also systematically measured
q~1
*

in very low-di!usivity thick Sc, RuO
2
, and IrO

2
"lms

[22,23]. We "nd that in these low-di!usivity samples,
q~1
*

+q~1
EE

&¹ and there is essentially no dependence of
q~1
EE

on l. Such temperature and disorder behavior of
q~1
EE

is distinctly di!erent from that expected for the e}ph
scattering rate discussed above.

Our main results of q~1
EE

as a function of ¹ for three
thick Sc "lms are plotted in Fig. 4, where the straight
solid line is drawn proportional to ¹ and guides the eye.
This "gure reveals that q~1

EE
&¹ for well over a decade of

temperature. In addition, the magnitudes of q~1
EE

are very
similar for all the three "lms studied, regardless of the
di!erence in the amount of disorder (see the caption to
Fig. 4) in the various "lms. This result is strongly sugges-
tive of a disorder-insensitive dephasing scattering mecha-
nism operating in 3D dirty Sc "lms. In fact, we have also
found similar results in a number of very low-di!usivity
thick RuO

2
and IrO

2
"lms. Thus, our observations

altogether indicate that the temperature and disorder
behavior of q~1

EE
as shown in Fig. 4 is common to very

low-di!usivity metals.
In the case of three dimensions, the behavior of

q~1
EE

&¹l0 has been theoretically explored and is quali-
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tatively understood. Recently, this observation has been
attributed to the e}e scattering in impure metals near the
mobility edge. Belitz and Wysokinski [4] have calculated
the inelastic quasiparticle lifetime due to a Coulomb
interaction in strongly disordered 3D metals. They found
that the inelastic e}e scattering is very sensitive to the
critical (as opposed to di!usive) current dynamics in
systems near the Anderson transition. Particularly, they
observed a linear ¹ dependence of the inelastic scattering
rate. They also predicted that the inelastic scattering rate
should be disorder independent. Their predictions are in
line with our experimental results for thick Sc, RuO

2
and

IrO
2
"lms, which, on the one hand have very low values

of D in common (D+0.25}0.75 cm2 s~1), but otherwise
have signi"cantly di!erent characteristics. Very recently,
we have also observed low values of p (&1.3) in dis-
ordered Cu

x
Ge

100~x
alloys which are close to the

metal}insulator transition [24]. It is worth stressing that
our observed linear ¹ behavior of q~1

*
+q~1

EE
is not due to

the more familiar 2D quasielastic e}e processes usually
operating in weakly disordered thin metal "lms in which
q~1
*

+q~1
%%,2D

&¹ has been very well established [1, 2].

4. Conclusion

We have measured both the temperature dependence
and disorder dependence of q~1

%1
in various impure meta-

ls. Our experimental results suggest a quadratic temper-
ature dependence of q~1

%1
in the dirty limit of ql;1 for

e}ph interaction. However, our results do not support
a universal dependence of q~1

%1
on l. Our observations

should cause us to rethink what heretofore has been
taken for granted concerning e}ph scattering in dirty
metals. In addition, we have observed a linear depend-
ence of q~1

EE
on ¹ in numerous very low-di!usivity metals.

We also "nd that q~1
EE

depends very weakly on l in such
materials. Our observation is understood in terms of the
current theoretical concept that considers the dynamics
of the inelastic e}e scattering in metals near the mobility
edge. Our results altogether establish a crossover of the

inelastic electron dephasing from e}ph scattering to e}e
scattering as the amounts of disorder greatly increase and
the systems move signi"cantly toward the Anderson
transition.
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